Direct Electroplated Metallization on Indium Tin Oxide Plastic Substrate
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ABSTRACT: Looking forward to the future where the device becomes flexible and rollable, indium tin oxide (ITO) fabricated on the plastic substrate becomes indispensable. Metallization on the ITO plastic substrate is an essential and required process. Electroplating is a cost-effective and high-throughput metallization process; however, the poor surface coverage and interfacial adhesion between electroplated metal and ITO plastic substrate limits its applications. This paper develops a new method to directly electroplate metals having strong adhesion and uniform deposition on an ITO plastic substrate by using a combination of 3-mercaptopropyl-trimethoxysilane (MPS) self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) and a sweeping potential technique. An impedance capacitive analysis supports the proposed bridging link model for MPS SAMs at the interface between the ITO and the electrolyte.

1. INTRODUCTION

Indium tin oxide (ITO) having superior optical and electrical properties has been widely fabricated on glass as a substrate in optoelectronic applications, such as thin-film transistors, flat panel displays, light-emitting diodes (LED), optical sensors, electrochromic windows, and photovoltaic cells. Thermal evaporation, pulsed-laser deposition and sputtering techniques are the most common methods to fabricate transparent conducting ITO thin films (150–200 nm) on glass substrates at a temperature of 300–350 °C.1,2 Metallization on ITO substrate is crucial to various purposes in devices, such as silver collectors in optical sensors, and platinum counter electrodes in interconnects for device-to-device integration, gold current collectors for commercial components, printed circuit boards, and semiconductor industries in the past century due to its inherently low cost, low temperature, and high throughput. Metals employed for such purposes include copper, nickel, tin, cobalt, chromium, silver, gold, and their respective alloys. However, compared with the metal surface, the ITO surface has a relatively low surface energy and high sheet resistance, leading to high nucleation energy for electroplating. As a consequence, scattered, and irregular grain growth on a small number of nucleation sites causes poor surface coverage.10 Furthermore, strain and stress, originating from the different atomic arrangement of the two adjacent layers, increase with increasing film thickness, leading to a poor interface adhesion.11,12 In brief, the ITO surface does not provide opportunities to strongly interlock the electroplated metals and the substrates.

This paper therefore aims to directly electroplate metals having strong adhesion and uniform deposition on ITO-PEN.
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We present a new technique to overcome the difficulties of the initial nucleation process for electroplating metals on ITO-PEN by using a combination of 3-mercaptopropyl-trimethoxysilane (MPS) self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) and sweeping potential electrodeposition. This finding is expected to provide a low temperature, cost-effective, and reliable metallization on ITO-coated plastic substrates to facilitate the electronic devices to be flexible, rollable, and lightweight in the future.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

ITO-PEN (1.5 cm × 2 cm) having a sheet resistance of 15 Ω/□ and optical transmission of 75% was cleaned by immersion into a 4% PK-LCG545 (Parker Corp.) and DI water bath at 50 °C for 15 min with sonication, respectively. For MPS pretreated samples, the substrates were immersed into a solution of 1% MPS in ethanol for 30 min at room temperature. Contact angle was measured by a static contact angle goniometer (Sindatek model 100SB). A chemical-resist sticker (Max Bepop, CM-200E) was used as a mask with an interior 1 cm² hollow circle to predetermine the electroplated area on the substrate. The experiments were then carried out by silver electroplating on blank and MPS-pretreated ITO-PEN under constant potential or sweeping potential methods from a commercial silver electrolyte (Metaler MetSil 500CNF R-T-U; contents, 0.28 M of silver ions, cyanide free) at room temperature. Electrochemical measurements, including chronocoulometry, cyclic voltammetry, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy were performed using a CHI 660E workstation. Platinum mesh and silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) were used as the counter electrode and the reference electrode, respectively, in a standard three-electrode system. The interface contact performance between silver and ITO-PEN was evaluated by the change of electrical resistance versus bending cycles. For the bending test, one end of the sample was fastened while the other was free to move vertically over a certain distance by rotation of the crank. The bending test device and its corresponding angular rotation are shown schematically in Figure 6A. Then, the two-point probe dc method with a fixed distance of 1 cm (one end on the silver coating and the other end on the ITO-PEN) was used to measure electrical resistance by a multimeter.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As known, the initial stage of electroplating on low surface energy substrates, such as ITO-PEN, corresponds to the instantaneous nucleation model where the growth of nuclei on a small number of active sites (relative high surface energy) occurs in a very short time period. Then, these nucleation sites grow into islands and coalesce. Island growth mode is usually not preferable for technological applications due to its poor adhesion and nonuniform deposition. In the case of electroplating, if the film wets poorly, the atoms preferably bind to each other than to the substrate, causing the island growth. Conversely, good wetting makes the atoms more strongly bind to the substrate than to each other. Therefore, one approach to improve electroplating nucleation is to yield a wettable surface that facilitates the subsequent metallization. The other method is to use a bridging ligand, such as sulfide, to link metal ions as a promotion agent during electroplating. Functionalized self-assembled silane monolayers (SAMs) have been used for many years as corrosion prevention for various substrates and adhesion promoter for joining two substrates (metal sheets, polymer films) by chemical or electrostatic...
Recently, it was discovered that some SAMs are able to transport electrons by the hopping process to enhance electrochemical or photochemical reactions. The 3-mercaptopropyl-trimethoxysilane (MPS) with the hydrolyzable methoxy end-group would adhere to the ITO surface, and its sulfur functional group can perform the role of a bridging-link to metal ions in the electrolyte. According to the concepts mentioned above, MPS is therefore chosen to promote nucleation and adhesion for electroplating metal on ITO-PEN.

Figure 1A shows a current–potential curve from cyclic voltammetry (CV) for silver on ITO-PEN with and without MPS pretreatment. Figure 1B,C are the corresponding cathodic wave and anodic wave of Figure 1A, respectively. Compared with blank ITO surface, silver electrodeposition on MPS-pretreated surface occurs at a more negative onset voltage because an additional energy is required for electron hopping across nanometer-thick MPS monolayers to reduce silver ions, as shown in Figure 1B. Figure 1C shows a more positive onset voltage in an anodic wave for MPS-pretreated surface, indicating that the deposited silver atoms bond more strongly on ITO-PEN so that the oxidation process is relatively hard to occur. In general, a conductive substrate in redox-active electrolyte can be expressed as the electrolyte resistance in series with a generic scheme involving a faradaic charge transfer.

Figure 2. Contact angles of silver electrolyte on (A) blank and (B) MPS-grafted ITO-PEN. Contact angles of water on (C) blank and (D) MPS-grafted ITO-PEN.

Figure 3. SEM images of electroplated silver on blank and MPS-pretreated samples at initial (0.0016 C) and completed electroplating stages (0.088 C).
resistance ($R_d$) parallel to a nonfaradaic electrochemical double-layer capacitance ($C_d$). The chronoamperograms in Figure 1D are the current responses at an operating voltage of $-0.8$ V for electroplating silver on ITO-PEN without and with MPS treatment. According to the Scharifker-Hills model, the nuclei population density is inversely proportional to the square of the peak current ($i_{\text{max}}$) multiplying by the corresponding peak time ($t_{\text{max}}$) in the chronoamperograms. Electroplating silver on blank and MPS-grafted ITO-PEN is correlated to the instantaneous nucleation mode. The calculated silver nuclei densities on blank and MPS-grafted ITO-PEN are $2.69 \times 10^6$ and $4.4 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$, respectively (see the Supporting Information, section 1). The significant increase of nuclei density provides evidence that the presence of MPS monolayers perform like a bridge to link the silver ions in electrolyte, which is thereby beneficial to the subsequent electrodeposition. It was reported that the presence of SAMs and adsorbed ions introduces a field-induced dipole that profoundly increases the adsorbed charges and shortens the distance of the electrochemical double layer. Thus, when electroplating, the nucleation process can be readily generated by electron hopping which can reduce the linked silver ions to atoms. Figure 2A,B shows that the contact angle of silver electrolyte on MPS-grafted ITO-PEN is smaller than that on the blank surface. Figure 2C,D shows an opposed trend when using DI water as a liquid probe. The wettability is only improved in the case of using silver electrolyte, resulting from the bridging-link effect between silver ions and the MPS monolayers.

Figures 3A−F are field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images of electroplated silver on blank and MPS-pretreated samples under constant potential and sweeping potential electrodeposition at initial (parts A, C, and E with the plating charge of 0.0016 C) and completed electroplating stages (parts B, D, F with the plating charge of 0.088 C). As seen in Figure 3A, the uneven and randomly distributed silver nuclei are initially electrodeposited on a few active sites of blank ITO-PEN. The following silver ions are preferentially reduced on the small number of silver nuclei in order to minimize surface energy and then coalesce, leading to a large irregular grain structure with poor surface coverage in Figure 3B. Figure 3C,D
show that the presence of MPS monolayers effectively promotes the formation of nucleation sites to achieve a full coverage of silver deposit with a thickness of 160 nm (measured by KLA-Tencor P16 profilometer). However, there are some pits and voids found in the silver deposit as circled in Figure 3D, which could be attributed to the agglomerated nucleation clusters (as seen in Figure 3C) causing localized uneven distribution in sizes of nuclei, therefore, leading to localized uneven grain growth. In general, full coverage of SAMs can be quickly obtained from millimolar solutions, but the density and defects are varied substantially dependent on the morphology of polycrystalline ITO film on plastic substrates, such as crystal defects, atomic step, grain edge, and impurities. Therefore, the resulting MPS monolayers have a range of distribution in densities and defects, reflecting a distribution of surface energy. Given a constant operating potential, silver ions will be reduced to atoms on the high surface energy sites on MPS monolayers as the first nuclei. Then, silver ions nucleate on the other active sites and also deposit on formed nuclei. Therefore, before entering the next stage for bulk grain growth, the first nuclei have grown into clusters resulting in the uneven distribution in sizes of nuclei. To improve this, the potential sweeping forward at 0.5 V/s from 0 to −1 V and then reversed at 0.02 V/s from −1 to 0 V is introduced to compensate the surface energy distribution of MPS monolayers. When the potential is swept at a low voltage, the silver ions in the electrolyte preferentially occupy the high surface energy sites on MPS monolayers. Subsequently, the increase of potential only keeps forcing the silver ions linking to other available active sites on the MPS layer because no reduction reaction occurs before the onset voltage. Once the potential exceeds the onset voltage, electrons hop across the MPS monolayers to reduce all the linked silver ions to atoms, evenly generating more nucleation sites without agglomerated clusters, as seen in Figure 3E. A conformable silver electroplated coating with a fine grain size can be achieved, as shown in Figure 3F. The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 4 for electroplating silver on MPS-grafted ITO-PEN using constant potential and sweeping potential methods.

Referring to Figure 5, the pull-off adhesion test using 3 M flatback masking tape 250 (ASTM D3359) shows that almost all of the coating was stripped off for electroplated silver on MPS-grafted ITO-PEN at constant potential. As mentioned above, the agglomerated nucleation clusters result in localized uneven grain growth, which increases stacking fault, film stress, and strain due to a mismatch in the lattice spacing. Therefore, the poor adhesion can be understood as a weak interface contact between the electroplated film and the substrate. In contrast, no coating came off for electroplated silver using the sweeping potential technique on the MPS-grafted sample. It is believed that the deposited atoms which grow on the uniformly nucleated layer could achieve the improved adhesion. Apart from a good mechanical contact performance, fabricating a reliable electrical contact between metal and ITO-PEN is of prime importance in optoelectronic applications.

Figure 6B shows the change of electrical resistance versus bending cycles measured by a two-point probe method for blank ITO-PEN and 160 nm electroplated silver coating on
MPS-grafted ITO-PEN by using constant potential and sweeping potential methods. The measured resistance ($R_{\text{total}}$) between the two points includes the resistance of silver layer ($R_{\text{sh Ag}} \sim 2 \, \Omega$), the resistance of ITO-PEN ($R_{\text{sh ITO}} \sim 15 \, \Omega$), and their contact resistance ($R_c$), as shown in Figure 6C. As noted in the equations, if $R_c$ is low and negligible, the total measured resistance of Ag-coated sample is normally lower than that of blank ITO-PEN. The samples using constant potential and sweeping potential methods exhibit the behavior of ohmic contact between silver coating and substrate (see the Supporting Information, Section 2). For blank ITO-PEN, the resistance increases versus bending cycles because the mechanical bending usually causes tiny cracks in the conductive ITO layer. For constant potential sample, the total resistance dramatically increases with the increasing number of bending cycles because the mechanical bending usually causes tiny cracks in the conductive ITO layer. For the sweeping potential samples, the increase of resistance follows the same trend as blank ITO after 2500 bending cycles, demonstrating a reliable contact between the electroplated silver and ITO-PEN. This finding also proves that the presence of the MPS monolayers at the interface does not hinder the electron transfer.

To further investigate the ITO/MPS/liquid interface, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is used to characterize the interfacial behaviors in a supporting electrolyte of 0.2 M KNO$_3$. The capacitive characteristics are pronounced rather than the resistive terms. Figure 7A,B summarizes the Nyquist impedance and capacitance spectroscopy, showing that MPS-grafted ITO enhances the capacitive characteristics compared with blank ITO. As mentioned, the SAM molecular layer would induce an ion-dipole capacitance by linking to associated ions in the electrolyte. Therefore, the increase of capacitance can be explained by the bridging link effect between the sulfur functional groups of MPS and the silver ions in the electrolyte, which is consistent with the above-mentioned results in Figure 1B. Equivalent circuit model of the ITO/liquid interface is the contribution from an electrolyte resistance ($R_e$) in series with a double-layer capacitor ($C_{dl}$). In the case of the ITO/MPS/liquid, the equivalent circuit model can be expressed as the electrolyte resistance in series with a generic scheme which encompasses a series capacitor ($C_t$) and a resistance ($R_t$) parallel to a high-frequency capacitor ($C_m$). As known, the perturbation of $C_{dl}$ generates an equivalent capacitance term $C_m$ at high frequency. The response of the ionic dipolar MPS terms is represented by the series resistive ($R_e$) and capacitive terms ($C_t$), which are coupled and the associated relaxation time $\tau = R_tC_m$. The Bode plot of the real part of the complex capacitance provides a facile means of quantifying the $C_t$ contribution, corresponding to the plateau at low frequency in Figure 7C. The Bode plot of the imaginary part of the complex capacitive function directly reports the angular characteristic frequency of the relaxation resonance $\tau = \omega^{-1}$, as shown in Figure 7D. In accordance with the previously noted mechanism, there is a bridging-link interaction between MPS-
grafted ITO and electrolyte ions so that the relaxation time $\tau$ retards due to the enhancement of capacitive behavior. To advance our understanding, we further investigated the capacitance spectroscopy for MPS, APTS ((3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane) and TPS (trimethoxy(propyl)silane) grafted on ITO-PEN, which supports the above-mentioned mechanism that MPS serves as an effective bridging-link layer to promote the electroplated metallization (see the Supporting Information, Section 3).

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a low-temperature and cost-effective method was developed to enable direct electroplated metallization on ITO-PEN by using a combination of MPS SAMs and sweeping potential electrodeposition. The MPS SAMs on the substrate provides the bridging-link between the sulfur functional groups and the silver ions in the electrolyte, facilitating the electroplating nucleation process. Compared with constant potential electroplating, more and even nucleation sites can be generated using sweeping potential electrodeposition on MPS-grafted ITO-PEN to achieve an improved adhesion. EIS measurement is used to analyze the interfacial capacitive characteristics of the MPS monolayers, which supports the bridging-link model. Pull-off tape test and resistance measurement versus bending cycles demonstrate that a reliable and low ohmic contact between electroplated silver and ITO-PEN can be achieved. This solution-based process would be applicable in the manufacturing of various metals on ITO-PEN beneficial for the devices to be flexible and rollable.
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